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$UMMARY
• p" -~

, A I~rge n1;lmber9h.ur,v.y.sof machine dryer ~ection8 has·c~nfJ'med that large lIavings
can be made by tHe fhermal insu latton ot- D.rying cylmder ends. The, J1iEI~MOLATOR(R) has
been developed to achieve this aim with, Ilone oltha .shortcomings.alld :pract~cal'disadvantages
of previous attempts •

., The use of advanced fibres in the from of' a one piece needled wadding covered with
aluminised woven glass fibre has ensured effective insulation with the advantages of light
weight, flexibi,ity and non-flammability. Special methods of fastening ensure easy installation
and maintenance. Steam consumption reductions of the order of 5% c an be achieved. '

Because of the large amounts
of energy used in the Paper
Industry, costs have always
received a great deal of atten-
tion, but never more so than at
present with the prospect of ever
increasing fuel bills. With energy
costs now representing a large
percentage of production costs,
a small saving can mean a signi-
ficant improvement in producti-
vity and make the difference
between profit and loss.

By far the greatest consump-
tion of steam in the paper
making process takes places in
the drying section and it has
long -been known that due to
the design of a typical drying
cylinder, heat is lost unproducti-
vely from the cylinder ends.
Consequently,attempts have been
made in the past to apply ther-
mal insulation. However, what
seems at first a simple idea,
when looked at in detail- be-
comes problematic and many
previous attempts have either
failed in service or been aban-
doned in the .face of practical
problems such as the lack of
suitable materials and difficulties
of access for maintenance.
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Thomas Hardman & Sons
have therefore embarked on a
cylinder end insulation project
with two main object in view:

a) To establish exactly what
savings can be achived.

b) To find a practical and cost
effective way of achieving
these savings.

CYLINDER END HEAT
LOSSES

A theoretical appreciation of
heat transfer from drying cylin-
der ends was a first requirement.
Heat. is lost by three processes:

1. Radiation.

2. Conduction from cylinder
end to atmosphere and from
journal to bearings.

3. Convection, both induced
and forced by the rotation of
the cylinder.
Since most cylinder ends are

cast iron and of a similar thick-
ness, there are five remaining
variables which effect the rate of
heat transfer. They are:
1. The cylinder diameter-heat

transfer is directly propor-.
tional to surface area.

2. The pressure of steam fed to
the cylinder (and the degree
of superheat). The greater the
temperature difference bet-
ween steam and surrounding
air, the greater the flow of
heat.

3. The temperature of the cylin-
der end surface.

4. The ambient temperature
adjacent to the drying
section.

5. Tne speed of rotation.
A calculation has been deve-

loped, based on' these variables
which utilises estimated heat
transfer coefficients and average'
thermodynamic properties for
air which gives Valid estimates
of actual heat loss. Field trials
of cyclinder end insulation in
North America have shown that
the calculation can be verified
empirically and that real savings
actually tend to be greater.

A computer programme has
been devised to make this cal-
culation rapidly and allow one
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variable at a time tobecaanged,
'so that the etrect'pQ l:ltai"lQ8s

_ can be determined' iinmediate\y.
Experimentaticn 'with. fhe.pt:,o-
gramme 'shows that the' two
variables' which haVe tbe most
pronounced effect .are the ,cylin-
der end diameter ;and speed of
rotatIon.','

MACHINE SURVEYS'.

To gather quantitative .infor-
,mation on the, wastage of heat

from cylinder eDds~, many sur-
veys have been carried out on a
variety of machines in· the U.K.
As might be-expected •.the results

.. vary p;reatly OVera -wide range,
losses being far less serious in,
for example, slow low pressure
machines producing. board than
high speed tissue machines with
).fG cylinders,

In conducting the surveys, no
problems were enc-ountered wun
the variables listed above, which
are all easily ascertained with
the exception of the cylinder
end surface temperatures. These
are measured with an infra-red
thermometer whilst 'the machine
is running.

A typical set of resul tsfor a
machine producing Duting is'
shown below :

Cylinder diameter (ft) 5
Steam pressure (psi) 40
Cylinder end surface
temperature eC) 1250

Ambient temperature
eC) ~28°
,Machine speed (m/min\ 150,
The heat lost from a single'

cylinder over a period of one'
year (8760 hours) is found to be
190 x lOS But equivalent to 86 '"
tonnes of steam. With a typical
cost of raising steam of £ 9 pee
tonne and for example 40 cylin-
ders in the drying section
t1}is represents a loss of £ 31,000
per annum (£ 770 per cyliader),

On a -larger, faster machine
the' figure may, exceed
£ 1000 per. cylinder whilst the.
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value of steam wasted in a single Thomas Hardman's new pro-
MG;~rcafl~be ..1Jretd'as "duet •.•• THERMOLATOR(R)
£20,000.' , . is'designed to. meet these require-
ACHIEVEMENT, OF SAVUllGS ments and is specially intendedfor.usein t~>'Pape •. itl~ustry.

'. Further caiculatioo show!; The TflEltMOLATOR(R) is
that an insulator applied to the a flexible, one piece," composite
cylinder ends with an overall insulator tailored to fit tbe indi-
heat transfer coefficient (b) of vidual cylinder cendand moun-
of 0.7 W"m-2 K-1 will save ted with specially designed
llpproxima,tely 90% of the heat fasteners.
lost. To: be a practical solution
to the, problem, however .an
insulator I must also fulfill the a) COBstruetibn
following .r~quire.ments :

Safety a~.nre resistance
Cost effectiveness
Ease of installation
Provision of, access to man-
holes
Oil, waterand chemical
resistance '
Long service life

The'main insulating material
is a 20"mm thick needled wed-
ding of Nomex Aramid fibre .
This- isa high temperature fibre
df 1.ongstaple length which out-
lasts conventional insulating
material such as glass fibre.
Being ..non-brittle and needled
,into a single piece. the wadd ing

,THROMLATOR(R)
front
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CONCLUSION :
Ri<~ldtrials in.the D.K. are

already proving the success of
THERMOLATORS(R) with
initial indications confirming
the calculated savings. Figures

will not compactor shift under outer surfaces. 'The overall heat from the Department of Energy
the influence of machine vibra- transfec., coefficient is less than estimate a target saving for the
tion and rotation, asis the case '0.7 Wm- K-1.. Hot air is U.K.of20,000 t.c.e, achieveable
with less suitable materials. In trapped behind the THERMO- by insulation 'of drying cylinder
addition, Nomex resists hydro- LATOR(R) which is prevented ends. This represents an energy
lysis and is resistant to acids and from escaping by a compressible saving opportunity that the
solvents.) , seal which is held against the industry can ill afford to miss.

The TllER:M;OI,;ATOR (~).has , ~~d~mf~r::c:eatfis t~lleJy:~~e~ 'References
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the fiexibility of textiles. . The jsattached to existlng .boltheads Engineering Conference,
remaining parts are trimmed 'by>special, hooks, and clamps TAPPI Proceedings. p.p.
with WOVenNomex cloth of the which c.n be quicklys~cured. 149-154.
kind used for fiameproofover- Where no' bolt heads are 2. Chance, J.L., Beloit Corpo-
ails. Rope and cord components 'available, studs are screwed to ration,. 'Dryer Heat! Heal
are also in Nomex. the edge of the cylinder end losses' 1981 Engineering Con-

casting after drilling a series of ference, T APPI Proceedings.
small holes in an area of low p.p.139-143.
stress. Additional support at the 3. Department of Energv,
journal, when required takes the 'Energy Use in the Paper
form of a loop of Nomex rope Industry'. Report No.9,
or steel clamp ring and bolts. Industrial Energy Thrift
To allow fitting without remov- Scheme 1979.

TlIERMOLATOR(R)
.Rear

b) Principles of OpentioD
Radiated and. conducted heat

loss is contained by the insulat-
ing wadding as well as being
reduced by the reflectivity and
low emissivity of the aluminised
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iog the cylinder from its bear-
ingli. a gap is incorporated which
is laced up when in position and
covered by an insulated flap.
c) Pay-back ooIovestmeot

Due to 'harsh nature of the
paper making environment, no
short cuts can be taken with
grade of materials and product
quality.

Clothing 40 cylinders in
the example quoted will cost
£28,000. In the first vear savings
will be approximately £ 28,000,
based ontoday'senergy costs,
i.e. a pay-back of one year.

The service life of THERMO-
LATORS(R) which experience
no direct wear and tear should
be at least five years without
repair or replacement.

Pay-back periods for MG
cylinders have been calculated to
be as short as six months in
faster machines.

.•.
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